Toehold-mediated DNA displacement-based surface-enhanced Raman scattering DNA sensor utilizing an Au-Ag bimetallic nanodendrite substrate.
A simple and sensitive surface enhanced Raman scattering (SERS)-based DNA sensor that utilizes the toehold-mediated DNA displacement reaction as a target-capturing scheme has been demonstrated. For a SERS substrate, Au-Ag bimetallic nanodendrites were electrochemically synthesized and used as a sensor platform. The incorporation of both Ag and Au was employed to simultaneously secure high sensitivity and stability of the substrate. An optimal composition of Ag and Au that satisfied these needs was determined. A double-strand composed of 'a probe DNA (pDNA)' complementary to 'a target DNA (tDNA)' and 'an indicator DNA tagged with a Raman reporter (iDNA)' was conjugated on the substrate. The conjugation made the reporter molecule close to the surface and induced generation of the Raman signal. The tDNA released the pre-hybridized iDNA from the pDNA via toehold-mediated displacement, and the displacement of the iDNA resulted in the decrease of Raman intensity. The variation of percent intensity change was sensitive and linear in the concentration range from 200fM to 20nM, and the achieved limit of detection (LOD) was 96.3fM, superior to those reported in previous studies that adopted different signal taggings based on such as fluorescence and electrochemistry.